
MULTIPLE CASES OF DISEASE IN THE 
SAME HOUSE. 

APPENDIX TO PAPERS IN BIOJJfETRIKA, VOL. VIII. 

p. 404 AND p. 430. 

Bv KARL PEARSON, F. R.S. 

I REGRE'l' that a most careless algebraic slip has crept into my work on this 
subject. It stared me in the face when I saw the published number of Biornetrilca, 
and I cannot understand how it escaped me in MS. or proof. 

Af ter obtaining the fundamental equations 

(J (J R = _ stpsiit ( ') Pt P. Ptl). N···· ............................ XVI, 

2 _ - (1 P8 S2 ) ( ") (J Ps - ps - N ........................... XVIl , 

where N = n ( 1 + ~) .............................. (xviii), 

on p. 410, 1 continued on p. 411 : 

" N ow let us write Xs = S2pS; th en clearly u 2;r;. = S2U'P • .... " Clearly nothing is 

more false! u2X would then equal S4 U 'p and not S2U2p ,and thus the value of ')(2, i.e. 
• • s 

S {~2 (Ps - PS)2} , 

I p. 
is erroneous. 

It is not possible I think to obtain the value of ')(2 in this indirect and brief 
method. We must return to the multiple correlation formulae of my memoir in 
the Phil. Mag., July, 1900, p. 161, and evaluate the determinant Rand its minors 
for the special values (xvi) and (xvii). 

Following the lines of that paper let us write: 

then 

and 

(j2 
P. 

Pss'JN = sin2~. 

N cos2 ~s sin2 ~s 
S2 

. ............................. (xix), 

Up. =,,; N cos (38sin~sJs .......................... (xx). 

1VIULTIPLE CASES O}1~ DISEASE IN THE 
SAME HOUSEo 

APPENDIX TO PAPERS IN RIOJYJfi-'TRIKA, VOL. VIIf. 

p. 404 AND p. 480. 

Jh KARL PEARSON, F.R.S. 

I REGRET that a most careless algebntic slip has crept into my work on this 
subject. It stared me in the face when I SilW the published number of BiometrdccL, 
and I cannot ullcien;tand how it escaped me in MS. or proof. 

After obtaining the fundamental equations 

~ ~ R = _ 8tp/fJt ( .) 
v 1't v 1'8 1't1)8 .LV.... .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. XVI, 

., -- (1 PBS') ( ") (F
ps 

= PH - N ........................... XVll , 

where N = n (I + 21') .............................. (xviii), 
1rL 

on p. 410, I coutinued on p. 411 : 

" N ow let us 'write x, = 821'),; then clearly 0'" = 82 0'2 
·'es ]Js 

Clearly nothing is 

more fabe! O'2x
s 

would then equal S4O"ps and not 8 2(5""1'8' and thus the vaJue of X", i.e. 

A"" _~_,'i,_ " {.I'" (7) .- P- \2} 
I PH ' 

is erroneous. 

It is not possihle I think to obtain the value of X" in this indirect and brief 
method. 'Ve must return to the multiple correlation formulae of my memoir in 
the Phil. MCLg., July, 1900, p. 161, ami evaluate the determinant R and its miHal'S 
for the special values (xvi) and (xvii). 

Following the lines of that paper let us write: 

ps8"jN=sin'(3H .............................. (xix), 

then 
., N cns' (38 sin' (38 

0'-1'8 = -- -8' 

and (5"1'8 = 'liN cos (38 sin (3s/s ........................ .. (xx). 
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KARL PEARSON 29 

Hence from (xvi): 

N cos St sin St ~~l:l fJs sin fJs R = _ stN2 sin2 fJs~ sin2 fJt 
t s PtP. s2t" .N 

or RptPs = - tan fJ.~ tan fJt ........................... (xxi), 

and agrees entirely with the vallle of rts used in my Phil. Mag. paper just 
referred to. 

In other words the determinant Rand its minors Rss and Rst will take precisely 
the same forms as in that paper provided we 

(i) repJace Eq. (xi) of that paper by our result from (xix) above, i.e. 

and 

- 2fJ - N 1 ( ") 7]s - cot s - =-"2 - ........................... XXIl , 
pss 

(ii) remember that we must reduce the total number of Dur variants 

po, p" ... Ptt 

by the two relations S(Ps)= rn, S(sps)=n ........................ (xxiii), 

where m is the total number of houses and n of cases. That is to say Dur total 
number of frequency groups, which are not wholly dependent but are correlated, is 

1b+1-2=u-1. 

We select as our dependent variates, which are fixed as soon as the others are 
known, po and pu. Thus the value of the auxiliary determinant J, p. 162 of my 
Phil. Mag. memOlr, IS: 

J = -7], 1 1 1 

1 - 7]2 1 1 

1 1 - 7]3 1 

1 1 1 ... - 7]u-, 

If À. = (1 + 7],) (1 + 7]2) (1 + 7]3) ••• (1 + 7]u-l), 

we finel as in that memoir : 

J =(-I)nÀ. (1- _1 _____ 1 ___ ... ___ 1 __ ) ......... (xxiv), 
1 + 7], 1 + 7]2 1 + 7]U-l 

À. 
J st = (_1)'1-1 (1 + 7]8) (1 + 17t) .................................... (xxv), 

Jss=(-I)n~, ~_ {I- _1 ____ 1 __ .. . 
1 + 7]s 1 + 7], 1 + 7]2 

-- - --- - .. , - - ...... (xxvi). 1 1 1 } 
1 + 7]S-1 1 + 7]s+1 1 + 7]U-1 

KAHL PEARflON 20 

Hence from (xvi): 

N cos (3f sin (3t cos (3" sin (38 R 
- T-- - -8 --- PtPs 

st N2 sin2 (38 sin2 (3t 
- i/t-'N-

or R
l
) P = - tan (3" tan (3t ........................... (xxi), 
t 8 

and agrees entirely with the valtw of rts used in my Phil. 1I1ag. paper just 
referred to. 

In other words the doterminfLut R and its minot's Rss and Rst will take precisely 
the same forms as in t,hat paper provided we 

(i) replace Eq. (xi) of that paper by om result from (xix) above, i.e . 

. , (3 N 1 ( ") 1]8=COt,- ,,==.-,-_ ........................... XXII, 
jJ"S" 

and 
(ii) remember that we must reduce the total number of our variants 

po, PI, ... p" 

by the two relations s (sps) = n ........................ (xxiii), 

where 111 is tho total number of houses and n of cases. That is to say our total 
number of fi:eqnency gronps, which are not wholly dependent but are correlated, is 

~t + 1 - 2 = 'a - 1. 

'Ve select as OUl' dependent variates, which are fixed as soon as the others are 
known, po and )Ju. Thus the value of the auxiliary determinant J, p. 162 of my 
Phil. 111(cg. memOlI', IS: 

J=I -1]1 1 1 

I 1 - 1]2 1 1 

1 1 - 1]:; 

1 1 1 ... -- 1]"'-1 

If 

we find as in that momoir: 

J=(-1)nA,(1-1~-- -1--~ -- -"'--1 ~--) ......... (xxiv), 
+ 1]1 + 1]2 + 'YJ"'-1 

r A, . 
. st=(_1)n-l(1 -)--(1---) .................................... (xxv), 

+ 1], + 1]t 

J ss = ( - 1 )'1-1 12~~ {I - T} 1], - 1 l1]2 - •.• 

1 II} - 1+;Js=-~ - f+;;~ - ... - r+ 1]U-=1 ...... (xxvi). 
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30 Multiple Cases of Disease in the Same I-Io'Use 

To evaluate these we no te that 
,,-1 ( 1 \ ,,-I . • ,,-1 (p,S') 
S ---- I = S (sm" (38) = S --, 
1 1 + 'TJ./ 1 1 N 

" but S (pSS2) = N as shewn on p. 411 of my Biometrika memoir. Hence: 
1 

,,-1 ( 1 ) 1 
~ 1 + 'f}s = N (N - 15" u2

). 

Thus we have: J = ( - l)n À, p;;~2 , 

J = (-12:'-1 À, (P,S2 + 15" U2) 
88 1 +'f}8 N N' 

(_1)"-1 À, 
J t = -

s (l+'f},,)(l+'f}t)' 

Next as in the Phil. Mag. paper (p. 161): 

Thus: 

R=(-l)nJ/À, 
Rss = ( - 1)'1-1 J S8 cot2 (3,/À" 
Rst = ( - 1 )"-1 J 8t cot (38 cot (3t!À.. 

R-p- u2/N -" , 
R88 = cos2 (38 (PsS2 + 15" u2 )/ N, 
R.t = cos (3. sin (3. cos (3t sin (3t. 

Finally we have: 

R Bs cos' (3s (p.S2 + p,,'t~2) 1 --- = --~------- x ----,--
Ru2ps Puu 2 cos" f:JsPs 

1 (S2 U2) S2 1 
= U2 pu + ~ = pu tè + ~ ... , 

and 
Rst cos (38 sin (3s cos (3t Rin (3t st 

RUpsupt = p"n2/N x Ncos (3ssin (3s cos (3t Rin (3t 

1 st 
=2 =-". u pu 

Thus finally X' is given by 

uS-1 Rss (. _ 2 • Cl Rst _ _ 
J12 ps - ps) + 28 R~-- (Ps - ps) (Jh - Pt) 

1 Up, 0-Ps u Pt 

_ ,,-1 (Ps - Ps)2 1 {U-l _ }' 
- S +~ S s(Ps-Ps) . 

I ps n Ptt 1 

" But Ss (Ps - 15.) = 0, 
1 

,,-1 

therefore S s (Ps - ps) = - n (]Ju - pu). 
1 

30 J1fllltiple Cases of Disease ~n the Sal1w I-Iouse 

To evaluate these we note that 

'''13 
1 (1- 1_ i = "8 1 

(sin" {3,) = ",,~ 1 (p~'l , 
1 + '/],d 1 1 1\ 

" but S (Pss') = N as shewn on p. 411 of my Biometrika memoil'. Hence: 
1 

,,··1 ( 1 ) 1 S ----- = - (N - puu'). 
1 1 + 1), N 

Thus we have: J = (_1)"le P"U,2 
]{ , 

J _ (- ] )n"-l~ (fJS'-,82 p,,-1'!.) 
88- 1+1'" l\r + N ' 

(_1)n--1 Ie 
J,t = -----.---- .. 

, (1 + 1),) (I + 1)t) 

Next as in the Ph1:l. Mag. paper (p. 161): 

R = (- l)n J / A, 

Rss = (- 1 )'1-[ J" cot2 (3s/le, 
R st = (- 1 )"-1 J st cot {38 cot (3t/Ie. 

Thus: R=p"u'/N, 

and 

Rss = cos2 {3s (PB S
2 + Pit u')j N, 

R st = cos (38 sin (3s cos (3t sin {3t, 
Finally we have: 

Rs,' cos' {3s (PS S2 + Pu(2) 1 
'1) ,,' =- .---"" 2 - X ---,"'-;-=-

l(rps 1),,'11, (:us- (:J"ps 

1 (8' 1(2) 82 1 
= Ii' pu + p, = pu1.Z' + ~ ... , 

R st cos!3s sin (38 cos {3t sin (3t st 
- = -.... ---... ..--------. x .----. ------. 

R(J'Ps(J'pt puu'j.lV .Ncos{3ssin{3scosptsinPt 

1 st 

Thus finally X' is given by 

"Sl R,\" ( _ )" + ') u R st ( _ ) ( _ ) " J[2 }is - ps - :"u R --- ps - ps Pt - Pt 
1 (J'1', (J'p,\ (J'Pt 

13l1t 
'U 

S 8 (Ps - }5s) = 0, 
1 

'u-l 

therefure S 8 (ps - ps) = - 1l (JJ" - pu)' 
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KARJ~ PEAllSON 31 

Thus we have: X2 = * {(Ps j~ps)2}. 

In other words X2 is to be found from the ordinary X2 for the u + 1 variates 
excluding the houses with zero cases. I had excluded these houses from my 
weighting form uia, i.e. 

x2 = ~ {s~(P~'}~ PS)2} , 

which was, ho wever, in error. The higher multiple cases are now we see not 
heavily weightecl, but we are not to use the frequency of the zero case houses in 
evaluating our X2. This is the effect of the double relation bet ween the u + 1 p's. 
An ariditional p is cast out of our result as compared with the ordinary frequency 
problem of goodness of fit. 

I have next to consider how far this correction modifies the results obtained 
in 111y papers for numerical cases. 

For enteric cases we have as on p. 412 of my Hl:ometrika paper 

" (:1398 - 3350)2 (78 - 5(1)2 (2 - 1)2 
X· =.- 3398 ~ + -------g(3--- + -1:-

= '678 + 8'643 + 1 = 10':12], 

hence we have for n' = 3, P = '006, or the odds are about 166 to 1 against such 
a large divergence fr0111 chance. 

For cancel' cases we have from the returns on p. 4:12 

2 _ (2'6)2 (9'4)2 (4'16)2, (914)2 
X - 312'4 + -20 + 1'84 + --:-os-tf 

= '022 + 4'418 + 9'405 + 9'714 = 23'559. 

For n' = 4, we have P = '0003 or the cancer house distribution IS a ver,)' 
improbable one. 

If we deal with the experimental data that were obtained for probabilities on 
the same basis as the cancel' statistics we have: 

32 32 1 
X2 = 313 + 29 + :2 

= '029 + '310 + '500 = '839. 

Or, for n' = 3, the prohability is over '60. 

Thus although I made a bad algebntic slip the new values confirm practically 
tbe old and Dr Webb's cancel' data suggest that there may very possibly exist 
a relationship bet ween cancer and environment of some kind. 

Since l11y papers in Biometrika were written, my attention has been drawn to 
a SpecicLl RepoTt on GCLncer in Ireland which was iRsued in 1903 as a supplement 

KARL P]~Al{SON 31 

Thus we have: 

In other words X2 is to be found from the ordinary X' for the u + 1 variates 
excluding the hmtses with zeTa cases. I had excluded these houses frolll my 
weighting formula, i.e. 

X2 = S i' S S 
1t (~2 (ll -}I )2} 
1 ( PH ' 

which was, however, in error. The higher multiple cases are now we see not 
heavily weighted, but we are not to use the frequency of the zero case houses in 
evaluating our X2. This is the effect of the donble relation between the u + 1 p's. 
An arlditional p is cast out of our result as compared with the ordinary frequency 
problem of goodness of fit. 

I have next to consirler how far this correction modifies the results obtained 
in my papers for numerical cases. 

For enteric cases we have as on p. 412 of my H/:ometTiTca paper 

" (2398 - :3250)2 (78 - S(i)' (2 - 1)2 
X- = - 3:398-~' + - 56 -- + --1-

= '678 + 8'643 + 1 = 10'321, 

hence we have fur 11' = 3, P = '006, or the odds are about 166 to 1. against such 
a large divergence from chance. 

For cancer cases we have from the returns on p. 422 

2 _ (2'(;)2 (9'4)2 (4'16)2, (914)2 
X - 312'4 + - fo +-]'84 -1- --~()S6 

= '022 + 4'418 + 9'405 + 9'714 = 23',559. 

For 1)' = 4, we have P = '0003 or the can eel' house distribution IS a very 
improbable one. 

lf we deal with the experimental data that were obtained for probabilities on 
the same basis as the cancer statistics we have: 

32 32 1 
X2 = 313 + 29 + 2 

= '029 + ':3] 0 + '500 = '839, 

Or, for n' = B, the probability is over '60, 

Thus although I made a bad algebraic slip the new values confirm practically 
tbe old and Dr Webb's cancer data suggest that there may very possibly exist 
a relationship between cancer and environment of some kind. 

Sinee my papers in Bi01netriTca were written, my attention has been drawn to 
a Specicd RepoTt on CcmceT in Ireland which was iRsued in ]90:3 as a supplement 
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32 Multi:ple Oases of Disease in the Sarne House 

to the 38th Annual Report of the Registrar-General for Ireland. On p. 34 we 
find that in the ten years 1876-1885 inclusive there were 12 multiple ca neer 
houses in the City of Dublin. In all these instanees in ouly oue house did the two 
deaths oecur in members of the same family. There are no cases-or at least no 
cases recorded-of more than two deaths in the same house. 

Unfortunately the paper does not give either (i) the number of inhabited 
houses in the City of Dublin during the ten years under consideration, or (ii) the 
total number of deaths in the City of Dublin from cancel'. What useful purpose 
the then Registrar-General could conceive such data would serve completely puzzles 
me*. He draws up a summary of his Tables, introducing it with the words: 
" I venture to drawattention to some of the main facts which they disclose," and 
clause (7) runs: 

"That in some instances more than one case of cancel' has occurred amongst different 
families living in the same house, or amongst successive occupants of the same house." 

N ow unie ss thü; is meant to be interpreted as a suggestion that the multiple 
houses are in excess, it must be anticipated from the mere random occurrence of 
cancel'. Anyhow without further information the data on this point, as on many 
others in this Special Report on Cancel' in Ireland, are wholly worthless and the 
publication does no credit to a Government Department. 

I have striveu to obtain the requisite additional data from the present 
Registrar-General for Ireland. He most kindly informs me that the inhabited 
houses of the Oity of Dublin numbered 23,896 in 1871 and 24,211 in 1881; and 
for the Registration Area of Dublin, 34,118 in 1871 and 36,232 in 1881. All 
these data are fi'om the Censuses of those years. The deaths from cancel' in the 
Registration Area for 1876 to 1885 inclusive were 1714, but how many of these 
occurred in the City of Dublin he is not able to tel! me. I presume the late 
Registrar-General must have known these deaths in order to detect multiple 
houses, but apparently they carmot rww be ascertaineu. It is clear therefore that 
the data of the " Special Report on Cancel''' must remain practically worthless. 

If we suppose the City of Dublin to have had a number of cancel' cases 
proportionate to its houses we might take: 

C C . C' ~ (23,896 + 24,211) 1714 1172 
alleer ases 111 lty = f(34.~i 11:> + 3G,232) = , 

roughly i of the cases in the Registration Area. 

Sin ce the middle of our period is not very far from the Census year 1881, we 
might take 

n = 1172, rn = 24,211. 

" Cancer in the Report is associated with alcohol, syphilis, smoking, etc., in an equally unscientific 
manner. U nless we know the incidence of each character or disease in the population, how is it pos si bie 
to determine whether the association is merely due to chance or not? 

32 Multiple Cases of Disease in the Same House 

to the 38th Annual Report of the Registrar-General for Ireland. On p. 34 we 
find that in the ten years 1876-1885 inclusive there were 12 multiple cancer 
houses in the City of Dublin. In all these instances in only one house did the two 
deaths occur in members of the same family. 'rhere are no cases-or at least no 
cases recorded-of more than two deaths in the same house. 

Unfortunately the paper does not give either (i) the number of inhabited 
houses in the City of Dublin during the ten years under consideration, or (ii) the 
total number of deaths in the City of Dublin from cancer. What useful purpose 
the then Registrar-General could conceive such data would serve completely puzzles 
me*. He draws up a summary of his Tables, introducing it with the words: 
" I venture to draw attention to some of the main facts which they disclose," and 
clause (7) runs: 

"That in sorne instances more than one case of cancer has occurred amongst different 
families living in the same house, or amongst successive occupants of the same house." 

N ow unless this is meant to be interpreted as a suggestion that the multiple 
houses are in excess, it must be anticipated from the mere random occurrence of 
cancer. Anyhow without further information the data on this point, as on many 
others in this Special Report on Cancer in Ireland, are wholly worthless and the 
publication does no credit to a Government Department. 

I have strivell to obtaill the requisite additional data from the present 
Registrar-General for Ireland. He most kindly informs me that the inhabited 
houses of the City of Dublin numbered 23,896 in 1871 and 24,211 ill 18fH; and 
for the Registration Area of Dublin, 34,118 in lS71 and 36,232 ill 188l. All 
these data are from the Censllses of those years. The deaths from cancer in the 
Registration Area for 1876 to 1885 inclusive were 1714, but how many of these 
occurred in the City of Dublin he is not able to tell me. I presume the late 
Registrar-General must have known these deaths in order to detect multiple 
houses, but apparently they cannot now be ascertained. It is clear therefore that 
the data of the" Special Report on Cancer" must remain practically worthless. 

If we suppose the City of Dublin to have had a number of cancer cases 
proportionate to its houses we might take: 

C C . C' .~. (23,896 + 24,211) 1714 172 
ancer ases ll1 lty = ~(3+,ill +8(i,232) . = 1 , 

roughly ~ of the cases in the Registration Area. 

Since the middle of our period is not very far from the Census year 1881, we 
might take 

n = 1172, m = 24,211. 

" Cancer in the Report is associ .. ted with .. lcohol, syphilis, smoking, etc., in an eqnally unscientific 
manner. Unless we know the incidence of each character or disease in the population, how is it possible 
to determine whether the association is merely due to chance or not? 
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Wbence we deduce: 

KARL PEARSON 

Calculated 

PI = 1116·6 

p. = 27·0 

Observed 

PI = 1148 

P2= 12 

pa = 0·4 P3 = 0 

X2 = 8·7 and P = ·01:3, i.e. odds of about 76 to 1. 

33 

Here our deviations are not as before towards multiple houses, but cancer 
(Lpparently avoids a, hO'llse where it kas paid one 1lisit! lt is difficult to believe 
tbat the frequency should be so far below a random distribut,ion in tbe case of 
multiple houses, and the matter would be still worse, if there were more cases 
relative to the houses in tbe City than in the Registration Area. I think we may 
safely conclude tbat the data for multiple houses provided by the Registrar-General 
for lreland are probably more than ] 00 per cent. in error, and therefore are IV holly 
worthless for the purposes for which they are apparently stated. We cannot 
suppose one visit of cancer to confer immunity on a house, and tbe fact that the 
multiple houses are so significantly short of tbe chance frequency suffices, I think, 
to discredit the data and tbe accuracy of the methods adopted in this Special 
Report on Cancel'. 

Biometrika IX 5 

Whence we deduce: 

KARL PRARSON 

Calculated 

fh = 11lo·Q 

p, = 27·0 

p" = 0·4 

Observed 

P, = ] 148 

P2 = 12 

p" = 0 

x" = S·7 and P = ·0] :3, i.e. odds of about 76 to ]. 

33 

Here onr deviations are not as bt~ftJre towards multiple houses, but CCLlwer 
apparently avo'ids (J, house where it has paid one 1Jisit! It is difficult to believe 
that the frequency should be so far below a random distribuLioIl ill the case of 
multiple houses, and the matter would bo still worse, if there were more cases 
relative to the huuses in the City than in the Registration Area. I think we may 
safely conclude that the data f()r multiple houses provided by the Registrar-General 
for Ireland are probably more than] 00 per cent. in error, and therefore are IV holly 
worthless for the purposes for which they are apparently stated. We cannot 
suppose one visit of cancer to confer immunity on a house, and the fact that tho 
multiple houses are so significantly short of the chance frequency suffices, I think, 
to discredit the dat~1 and the accuracy of the methods adopted in this Special 
Report on Cancer. 

Biometrika IX 5 
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